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CONTEXT - How much higher is US 
market capitalization of publicly listed 

companies compared to the EU? 
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5 times!
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“We are too small. And if we don’t integrate, we will decline”

“The US is exploiting its single market. And we are not”

“There was a fake communication that we had for 20 or 30 
years . . . It is not a single market”

“If you’re not able to integrate the single market for energy, finance, 
telecom you don’t have any economic security.”

“If we don’t find a way to use private money to finance the green 
transition and our security needs, It will be very complicated to find 
a solution based only on public money.”
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Capital Markets Union (CMU)

Activate private 
finance

Supercharge public 
investments

&

PURPOSE?

EU savings are 
sleeping in bank 

accounts

EU Bank loans are 
focused on physical 

assets

Fragmented EU 
stock markets can’t 

compete with US

Abide by the 
Economic 

Governance 
Framework

Need to protect 
level-playing field 

Limited EU Budget

MICRO 
PROBLEMS

MACRO 
PROBLEMS
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April European Council 
TASKINGS (CMU)

Work done by 
BE PRESIDENCY

• Harmonising insolvency frameworks

• Fostering investments through targeted convergence of 
corporate systems

• Relaunching the European securitization market

• Empowering the European Supervisory Authorities

• Improving the conditions for institutional, retail and cross-
border investment in equity

• Ensuring a level playing field in access to private capital

• Implementing an investment/savings product for retail 
investors; developing pensions and long-term savings 
products

• Strengthening the financial literacy of EU Citizens

• Simplifying the financial market regulation framework

✓ Progress on Corporate Insolvency Directive

✓ Finalised the Listing Act

✓ Finalised the Multiple-Vote Share Structure Directive

✓ Finalised the European Market Infrastructure Regulation

✓ Finalized the AML package (Anti-Money Laundering)

✓ Finalized the EMIR package (European Market Infrastructure 
Regulation)

✓ Negotiating mandate on the Retail Investment Strategy

✓ General approach on the FASTER directive (Faster and Safer 
Relief of Excess Withholding Taxes)

✓ Negotiating mandate on the proposal to simplify reporting 
requirements

✓ Negotiating mandate on the CMDI package (Crisis 
Management & Deposit Insurance)

✓ Council Conclusions on financial literacy



Latest CMU-related Initiatives

• Eurogroup+ statement dd. 11 March 2024 calling for a swift introduction of
a wide range of measures to bring about the completion of the CMU, during
the new legislative term

• Euro Summit dd. 22 March and European Council dd. 17-18 April, pleading
to advance work without delay

• Eurogroup+ dd. 12 May endorsing the high-level CMU roadmap until end-
2025 asking their Deputies (EWG+) to take it forward drawing on existing
committees and structures

• Commission and MS need to report and take stock of the performance of
the European capital markets. Commission need to report on the progress
made on EU initiatives and on capital market developments. Some of this
coordination work will be dealt with by the Financial Service Committee.
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Latest CMU-related Initiatives

• CMU will not become effective through financial markets regulation
alone. There are several other prerequisites, in particular broader
regulatory efforts aiming specifically at: harmonisation of tax frameworks
and incentives; convergence of national insolvency, corporate laws and
taxation; increasing competition amongst investment banks in order to
lower IPO fees.

• Thus, the Eurogroup+ statement includes 3 priority areas:
• Architecture: develop a competitive streamlined and smart regulatory

system allowing funds to be better channeled into innovative EU
businesses with greater liquidity, risk taking an risk sharing

• Business: ensure better access to private funding for businesses to
invest, innovate and grow

• Citizens: increasing access to profitable investment opportunities
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Latest CMU-related Initiatives

• Eurogroup+ statement includes specific measures:
• Develop the EU securitization market to allow for the efficient and 

transparent transfer of risks
• Further supervisory convergence of capital markets accross the EU
• Reassess the regulatory framework to reduce regulatory burden and 

transaction costs for market participants
• Target convergence of national corporated insolvency framework
• Further harmonize accounting frameworks
• Improve conditions for institutional, retail and cross-border 

investment in equity, in particular in growth/scale up venture capital

These reforms will be done sequentially, in stages.
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• Strategic Agenda 2024-2029

• Hungarian Presidency of the Council 
of the EU 

• Report of Mario Draghi on the future 
of EU competitiveness

• A new horizontal strategy for a 
modernized Single Market 

• Implementation economic 
governance reform

• New Multiannual Financial 
Framework after 2027 
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CMU is also linked to some key next steps



Thank you! 
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